White Paper

Take a behavioral bite out of crime
Research points to job “fit” as an early indicator of employee theft

Executive summary
National Retail Security surveys conducted by the National Retail
Federation and the University of Florida have found that over the past
5 years, total retail losses were more than $30 billion per year.
Digging deeper into the results, the largest component of retail
shrinkage was internal employee theft. Incredible as it may seem,
employee theft represents an average of 44% of shrink within retail
organizations. In fact, employees stealing from their employers
represents a higher percentage of total losses than shoplifting
(on average, 35% of losses).
These astounding figures make employee theft one of the greatest
single threats to profitability at the store level. The National Shrink
Database polled over 30,000 stores on the most utilized security
measures that decrease shrink. While popular options included
security cameras, product tagging, in-store loss prevention officers,
and an alarm system, there was one glaring omission—making better
hiring decisions did not appear on the list. Traditional security
measures address the symptom, not the root of the problem, which is
adding people to the payroll who eventually choose to steal. To better
understand the “people” part of the equation, 53,713 incumbents
across a varied group of retail organizations were studied to evaluate
the effect, if any, between behavioral fit to the job and a reduction in
theft-related terminations.
The research showed that the three-fold process of 1) assessing
candidates, 2) matching them against a behavioral profile, and 3)
hiring according to the strongest behavioral fit resulted in lower
termination rates for theft reasons. In fact, in these studies of over
50,000 employees, those NOT matched against a behavioral profile
were 463% more likely to be terminated for theft compared to job
candidates who were selected against a behavioral profile. Based on
the research data studied, this white paper presents hiring strategy
improvements that your organization can quickly adopt. These
suggested improvements are designed to take a bite out of employee
theft.
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Details of the theft study
Qualifications
To substantiate the findings of the study, it is important to describe the content and
parameters of the dataset:
•

There were (n = 7) retail companies with international brand-name recognition involved in
the study. By design, data was collected from a variety of retail store business models.
The retail business models ranged from large full-service locations with a high employee
count to smaller locations with a small employee count per location.

•

Operationally, three job types were the focus of the study (sales associate, assistant
manager, and store manager). In retail, these three job types represent the front lines of
the retail market.

•

To be included in the study, participants (n = 53,713) had to possess reliable hire dates and
the records for those terminated had to include specific “termination reasons.”

•

Of those studied there were (n = 31,808) who were assessed and behavioral fit to the job
was considered in the selection process. Conversely, there were (n = 21,905) hired with no
consideration for behavioral fit to a behavioral profile.

•

Hire dates spanned over multiple years.

•

Termination dates covered a similar range of about 3.5 years.

Study findings
According to the FBI, thefts are reported every year by approximately 2% per 100,000
people.1 This number represents a small percentage of the population but collectively adds
up to a very large dollar value. Keep in mind that 2% represents reported theft, not the cases
where thieves are caught. The number of people who actually see a thief caught and
convicted is an even lower percentage.
Companies dealing with employee theft often experience the same challenges of actually
catching thieves. On one hand, you have to first catch the thief, and on the other hand, you
have to keep accurate records of these theft occurrences. Most retailers are in the business
of making a profit, not tracking crime rates. Therefore, there is an additional layer of
complexity whereby companies are either inefficient in their data tracking or they specifically
lump theft in with other involuntary termination reasons. It is these types of challenges that
make employee theft data difficult to capture and study. Consequently, most studies
addressing employee theft involve a very small percentage of employees who are officially
caught and terminated for theft reasons.
For the purposes of this study, behavioral fit was represented by four system
recommendations: Not Recommended, Recommended with Reservations, Recommended
with Qualifications, and Recommended. Behavioral fit recommendations were provided to
perspective employers and used throughout the selection process for (n = 31,808) hires.
The remaining group of employees was hired with no consideration for fit to a behavioral
profile (n = 21,905).

1. Department of Justice: Federal Bureau of Investigation. Uniform Crime Reporting Statistics.
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% theft terminations: Strong Fit vs. No Fit

463%
increase in
terminations
Strong Fit

No Fit

Strong Fit vs. No Fit
The objective for studying this data was to understand the impact of using behavioral fit in the
early identification of employee theft. This was achieved by comparing the theft termination
rates of employees who had received the top two recommendation categories of
Recommended and Recommended with Qualifications (a Strong Fit) to those where
behavioral fit was not a consideration in the selection process (or No Fit).
When compared to Strong Fit hires (categorized as such using a behavioral profile), No Fit
employees showed a statistically significant 463% increase (X2 = 88.52, p =.0000) in the
number of terminations due to theft-related reasons. ((0.62% - 0.11%) / 0.11% = 463%).

% theft terminations: Strong Fit vs. Weak Fit
155%
increase in
terminations

Strong Fit

Weak Fit

Strong Fit vs. Weak Fit
The second objective was to understand the effectiveness of the two highest
recommendation categories as compared to the two lower recommendation categories.
This was achieved by comparing the theft termination rates of Strong Fit employees to Weak
Fit employees (comprised of Recommend with Reservations and Not Recommended).
Among those selected as a Weak Fit, the data showed a statistically significant 155% increase
in the number of terminations due to theft-related reasons (X2 = 32.46, p = .0000) when
compared to the Strong Fit hires ((0.28% - 0.11%) / 0.11% = 155%).
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Intriguing numbers, but what does this mean for
my organization?
Making the effort to evaluate job candidates for their behavioral fit to the role pays off in a big
way. This study shows that hires made with no consideration for fit to the job were statistically
more likely to be terminated for employee theft reasons. Statistically, there is a strong link
between low behavioral fit to the job and an increase in theft terminations. Looking beyond
these results, it is important to understand in practical terms why and how behavioral fit aides
in the reduction of employee theft.

Overlapping theft factors
Understanding an employee’s motives in a theft situation is very complicated. It would be
difficult to identify all of the negative influences involved in a single employee theft instance.
Because there are many negative influences that could lead to situational employee theft,
each instance would probably point to a slightly different reason or motivation behind the act.
For the sake of this discussion, below is a list of a few common factors that typically play a big
role in theft activity. As more factors overlap, the probability for employee theft increases.

External
Circumstances

Peer
Support

Reward

Accessibility

Low
Achievement

•

Reward–Employee theft may occur simply due to the reward or material gain that can be
realized once the act has been committed. (Ex: the employee has easy access to the most
popular seasonal toy or to cash in the register.)

•

External circumstances–These thefts occur due to off-the-job situations an employee
might be battling. (Ex: External financial issues such as inflated personal debt, collection
accounts, or tax liabilities may cause a person to steal against his/her better judgment.)

•

Accessibility–Put simply, the easier the employee theft can be successfully carried out
(with little risk of being caught in the act), the higher the probability that employee theft
will occur.
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•

Low achievement/satisfaction–This state occurs when an employee is not successful,
struggles to keep up with the workload, or is in constant turmoil beyond their comfort
level. (Ex: An employee with a low tolerance for a harsh boss may retaliate by stealing;
likewise, knowing that termination is imminent for performance reasons, an employee may
elect to steal something as a “parting gift.”)

•

Peer support (also peer pressure)–These thefts occur when employees are supported or
encouraged in their efforts to steal by an unethical peer group. (Ex: “Everyone does it, so I
might as well do it too. And if I don’t play along, it could mean trouble for me.”)

Notice that the blue circles in the illustration represent a few of the common factors that
contribute to employee theft. As each factor is layered on top of another, you begin to see
varying shades of blue. Light blue exists on the outside edges of the illustration.
As you move toward the middle portion, the color of the diagram darkens. This illustrates the
interactions of each factor in an employee theft situation. The more factors (or overlapping
blue circles) the employee experiences on the job, the higher the probability of
employee theft.

Practical use: Linking behavioral fit to theft
By design, a person with a strong behavioral fit to the job comfortably produces more, which
often leads to more positive social interactions as well as increased success in the physical
and mental duties associated with the job. The benefits of these successes often manifest in
these areas: more recognition, positive attitude, enjoyment in the role, fulfillment from the role,
and increased job satisfaction. In some cases, when the fit is strong over an extended period,
employees begin to value their jobs as an extension of themselves.
•

Best fit employees are less likely to jeopardize a good thing (more motivated to maintain a
good situation).

•

Contented workers have less of a need to participate in retaliatory actions.

•

By considering behavioral fit, an employer can select candidates who naturally thrive in a
certain type of job (while avoiding internal stress due to being mismatched to a job).

•

Reducing the number of bad fits to the job improves morale, productivity, and positive
identification among everyone within the role.

Making an impact using fit as your guide
Reducing employee theft can be boiled down to how well you shift the odds in your favor. In
other words, the more overlapping factors (circles) you remove from the workplace
environment, the lower the probability that an employee will steal.
•

Remove accessibility–By putting traditional security measures in place, which most
retailers do, you effectively reduce the accessibility variable in the employee theft
equation. It sounds simple, but methods such as security cameras, better record keeping,
a loss prevention department, and other programs make it more challenging for the thief
and cause habitual thieves to think twice before applying for employment. Deploying
these techniques will reduce accessibility, and subsequently the level of employee
theft—to a certain extent.

Important point: Do not stop at traditional security programs—go beyond physical security
and focus on the fit of the people to the job.
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•

Remove low achievement/satisfaction–It is important to note that behavioral fit to the role
will not tell you if someone will or will not steal. Background checks, criminal
investigations, and other methods of detecting historical criminal activity are used to
ensure known thieves are not hired. Instead, behavioral fit matches the person to the role
and the company culture, which in turn increases achievement and satisfaction and,
eventually, reduces turnover due to theft-related activity. The study discussed here
(n = 53,713) showed that hiring those with a stronger behavioral fit to the job reduced theft
related terminations. Practically, according to the data studied, by including a behavioral
profile in your selection process to determine fit as a consideration in the overall
employment decision, you will see a remarkable decrease in the number of theft-related
terminations.

•

Remove peer support–When an organization implements standard security precautions
and hires employees with a better fit to the job and culture, it removes both the
accessibility aspect of theft as well as the achievement and satisfaction issues that an
employee might encounter. With those two components under control, you effectively
neutralize the peer support issue (for one thing, it is harder to steal, plus the peer group
does not condone or model a stealing mentality). By focusing on these areas, you will not
only position your organization as one that reduces the temptation to engage in theft, but
also increases buy-in to the organization’s overall business goals.

Naturally, applying a behavioral fit model to the organization will not necessarily affect all of
the external circumstances surrounding each employee. A Strong Fit will not change the
potential reward of stealing on the job. However, combined with strong preventative
processes, a Strong Fit helps to minimize three of the five major theft components through
better hiring decisions.

Closing
It is not realistic to expect a complete removal of employee theft from the day-to-day
concerns of a business. However, it makes sense to stack the odds in your favor any way you
can. Determine job fit by using a good behavioral assessment that works in tandem with a
customized performance profile for a specific job. In fact, when you adopt such a hiring
process, you will have the behavioral insight necessary to hire employees who are less likely
to be terminated due to theft, which will decrease your shrink figures and retain that value in
your inventory and revenues.
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